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Sailpast 2014

Commodore's Corner
Over the last week or
so, Historian Karen
and I have been
looking through the
club archives for
photos of the early
days of the club. You can see some
of our results elsewhere in this issue
of Anchorline. What really jumped
out at me is how much fun everyone
was having
together at Club
events and how
low the
membership fees
were. These
aspects have
definitely not
changed in the four decades of the
club’s existence: every club event I
have been at has been great fun –
especially the cruises – and we are

Upcoming Events

still the least expensive yacht club
on the coast.
There is a humorous saying that
seems to apply to SBYC: “Old sailors
never die, they just get a little
dinghy.” What this means is that the
active boating membership is still
very active but an increasingly large
proportion of the membership is
getting long in the tooth and have
either sold their boat, or don’t get to
use it as much as they would like to.
But most of those who have been
active don’t drop out of the club,
even if all they have is a little dinghy.
The club can be proud of its loyal
following. But do the changing
demographics indicate that further
changes to our program are needed?
In This Issue
I am disappointed to report that our
membership has, for the first time in COMMODORE'S CORNER
many years, remained cont'd page 2. UPCOMING EVENTS
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below the 100member mark
posed as an
alarm point by Fred Withey. And as I
commented in the last
Anchorline, we need
playing members more
than we need more paying
members.

Commodore's Corner
cont'd from page 1.

As Commodore, I must ask two
questions: First, can adjustments to
our programs encourage greater
participation by our members?
Second, what can we do to attract
new active members? We could
really use your input here, send me a
line! MJApps@shaw.ca

we have also set up a Membership
Task Group, composed of several
experienced club members and a
couple of new members: I have
great hopes that some
innovative projects will
come out of this
initiative.
Finally, let me say that no
one stepped forward to ask about
the Free trip to Galapagos
mentioned last month. I guess either
no one read my blurb, or no one
was interested. Oh well, I guess
Karen and I will just use the tickets
ourselves.
Fair Winds and Safe Passages

Mike Apps on St. Pat's Day

As announced in the last Anchorline,

Wanda Borley

Silva Bay Yacht
Club

Wanda Borley, who served as Treasurer, web-master and
Log Book editor for several years, contributed enormously
to the success of the yacht club. In appreciation and
recognition of her previous and on-going work for the Club,
the executive has given her a rose bush and card.

PO Box 154
Gabriola Island, BC
Canada V0R 1X0

Thank you, Wanda, for your hard work.

Sizzling Soup Cruise

E-Mail:

Change to the Easter
Cruise

info@silvabayyachtclub.com
www.silvabayyachtclub.com

Anchorline Editor: Anne Zamluk
Always open to changing things up to better
serve our members, your Fleet Captain has
proposed a new version of our EASTER CRUISE.

Publisher: Silva Bay Yacht Club

We are now going to Thetis Island, still spending the Friday night at
anchor in Preedy Harbour (where the Chemainus ferry comes in); then
spending Saturday and Sunday nights at the Telegraph Harbour marina.
This opens up more options for
members as you might chose to
join us for just one day or the full
weekend AND, if you want to spend all weekend at anchor, this remains
an option as you could chose to anchor in Clam Bay on Saturday and-or
Sunday night and still join in the Club gatherings and Easter themed
activities.

Masthead: Anne Zamluk (Silva Bay)

5 boats (2 sailboats and 3 powerboats) are already committed. Come join
the Cruise and get to know your fellow SBYC sailors!
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Rear Commodore Report
For the Social Evening in March we had
a talk by John Davies about the Search
and Rescue network on the BC West
Coast, full of useful safety tips and
cautions and insights into the SAR
operations. The next talk is on April 4 by Bon, with a
presentation on his adventures doing Arctic Ocean
research aboard Canadian
Icebreakers. This talk is a
shortened and updated version
of one shown to the Gabriola
Power Squadron in 2015. For
May 2nd we have lined up another talk by Ron Perry of
Aztec Off-Grid Solutions. He will talk about installations
for gas and propane (cooking, heating, hot water). The
focus will be on marine applications, but this may also
be of interest to general off-grid use (camper, RV,
cottages). A last pre-cruising-season-talk might be in
early June about
Sailing around
Vancouver Island, as
part of SBYC
summer cruise
plans. Christine is sending out the talk
announcement posters to our members,
and we do post an open invitation to
anyone interested in the Sounder Events
Sizzling Soup Cruise
Calendar.

members, you probably have some good memories of
events over the past year, and have some ideas about
who would merit special recognition. The Awards
descriptions and criteria are
listed on our Website
www.silvabayyachtclub.com
and are awarded during at the Commodore's Ball in
May, so the deadline for submissions is April 29.
We are asking our Sponsors for renewal of their ads in
the annual Logbook. Our Past-Commodore Ian has been
guiding me with the legwork
and those we have seen so far
are willing to sign up for another year. Between the two
of us, Treasurer (Judy) and Logbooker (Anne) we are
busy to make it happen.
Bon van Hardenberg
Rear Commodore

The commodores talking and listening
with all ears at St. Pat's Party

We would like YOU to propose members
who you believe would qualify for an
Award or Trophy for their contributions to
the Club over the past year! As active

Call to Action – Inactive
Sailors
Has your boat been on the dock for way too long due to
your limited ability to take it out; whether the reason is
ill health, mobility issues or a lack of a sailing partner? If
so, the Silva Bay Yacht Club would like to hear from
YOU.
We have a few members (and potentially more
members) who do not own boats or have had to sell
their boats for whatever reason, and who wish to
continue sailing or power-boating. They are willing and
able to join fellow, or sister, SBYC members for day

outings, weekend cruises or potentially longer cruises.
Our Fleet Captain, Agathe Gaulin, is willing to set up a
matching process between boat owners and non-boat
members to see more of us
on the water during the
upcoming sailing season.
Any interested member
should call her at 247-9714
or email her at:
agaulin@telus.net
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Fleet Captain Report
SBYC is planning an extraordinary
opportunity for skilled sailors to join a
flotilla in circumnavigating Vancouver
Island this July. Plans are to leave around
the 2nd, take a week to sail to Port
McNeil and Port Hardy from
where we will re-provision and
verify our weather and tides
window to sail over Nahwitti Bar
and around to Winter Harbour
and Quatsino Sound. The next week will take us into
Nootka Sound, having poked into several Sounds and
Inlets along the way to explore and find picturesque
anchorages each night. By the 18th we plan on being at
Hot Springs Cove, Ucluelet on the 21st, Bamfield on the
24th, Port Renfrew on the 25th then, after timing our
entry into Juan de Fuca Strait, making the run to Sidney
Spit on the 27th then on to Gabriola, arriving probably
on the 29th of July. Of course, we will be keeping a close
watch on the weather and sea conditions and ensure all

participants are comfortable with the wind and sea state
before proceeding every day.
Already 6 yachts have indicated their interest in joining
this Cruise; 4 sailboats and 2 power vessels. Any others
interested are asked to register using the SBYC
registration form on the website. This preliminary
registration will ensure you are invited to join us for the
planning meetings. Of course, if any member wants to
join the Cruise just to go up North and return “on the
inside” rather than “go over the top”, they are very
welcome to do so. Same is true for anyone who may
wish to join the flotilla in Ucluelet, Bamfield, Port
Renfrew or Sidney. Customize this Cruise to your liking
and time availability; the more the merrier!
Agathe Gaulin
Fleet Captain

Sizzling Soup Cruise crew
Sizzling Soup Cruise
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Ladysmith Yacht Club Invites SBYC to join their Cruise to Desolation Sound
The Ladysmith Yacht Club is inviting our members to
join them in a Cruise to Desolation Sound and the
Broughton Islands, starting on June 12th. The first
night's anchorage is Newcastle Island and they hope to
have sailors from various clubs meet them there for this
4 week Cruise, or part thereof. Tentative plan is to take a
week to cruise North, spend 3 weeks in the Broughtons,
then spend a week returning Home.

boat speed, wind-wave influence on the boat and crew,
and personal interests and timelines so the group will be
a flexible entity with members and guests leaving and
rejoining the Cruise at will.
If you are interested in this Cruise, please contact Steve
Janssen, Ladysmith Yacht Club Staff Captain at
sjnssn@gmail.com
Agathe Gaulin
SBYC 2017 Fleet Captain

As for all cruises planned by SBYC and this sister yacht
club, the group is there to provide advice and
companionship. The captain of each vessel knows their

Whispers on the Wind
This section is for unsubstaintiated rumours, stories, points-of-view and items of general interest. People send the
Ancholine little items that they think should be in the newsletter and since the information has not been
authenticated, it is placed here.
Hi everyone:

metered electricity available. The docks are in great
condition and there is a security camera installed. Wifi is
also available.

Our members Peter and Joanne Curtis are moving their
sailboat from Degnen Bay Group Moorage docks so
there will be a 47’ slip available if anyone would like to
sublet from Peter.

Peter's slip is located on the bay side of the docks with
plenty of water for those pesky
sailboat keels …….

The new moorage year begins on July 1 and the owners
of the docks are also SBYC members - Tim and Donna
Melville. When they’re not busy sailing to Mexico or
around Vancouver Island, Tim and Donna live
Sizzling Soup Cruise
overlooking the docks.

If you’re interested in this slip in
quiet and sheltered Degnen Bay,
please call Peter at 250.325.5443 or email
pcurt33@yahoo.ca
submitted by Christine Purfield

The docks, if you’re not familiar with them, are located
next to the Government Wharf in Degnen Bay. There is
Apparently, a man in Powell River was lured onto a sail
boat with under the pretense of offering help with an
engine problem. The man was offered a drink of vodka,
which he thought was spiked. When he
went to leave, he was viciously
assaulted. He managed to escape and
the sail boat motored away from the area.
The Gabriola Sounder reports that The Veins of
Life Watershed Society is inventorying derelict or
abandoned vessels in this area. The society would
like people to send in the location and any
identifying information on these boats. For more
detail, see the
Sounder of March 28,
2017 page 9.

The sailboat was thought to be around 40’ and white on
white.
Please be careful when responding to requests for help
from strangers.
warning from Maralyn

Boat abandoned in Silva Bay,
March 2017

from Anne Zamluk
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Ian’s Blueberry Buckwheat Pancakes
This recipe has been used on many
SBYC cruises on Father's Day. The
ground flax seed give each pancake
a crispy crunch when you bite into
it.
From Ian Waymark.

Pan temperature is important so
make the water drops just sizzle
when flicked onto the hot pan.
Serve hot with a dollop of butter
and a generous amount of genuine
maple syrup.

ingredients. Stir with fork just
enough to mix all ingredients. Do
not over mix. Add blueberries. The
mix should be thin enough so one
scoop will spread into a 6” pancake.

Heat skillet until water drops sizzle
1 cup whole wheat or whole grain
when dropped into the pan. Add a
flour
tablespoon of butter to the pan,
spread it around and add pancake
1 Tsp baking powder
mix. When bubbles shown on top of
1 Tbs brown sugar
the mix, flip and cook for about two
salt to taste, I use tsp
minutes.
1 Tbs ground flax seed
1 cup milk, dairy, cashew, coconut or
Serve with butter and maple syrup.
almond
1 egg
Sizzling Soup Enjoy!
Cruise
all the blueberries you want

Ingredients

Mixing

Mix all dry ingredients in a large
bowl. Stir egg and milk, and then
add egg/milk mixture to dry

Early morning race, off Sidney.
January 2010.
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Sailboat vs Trawler Anchoring

This article has arrived in our newsletter via Ian Waymark. It originates from the website "activecaptain.com."
As we pulled into the anchorage north of the Lake Worth
inlet this week,we found ourselves in a sea of sailboats.
It made us realize some of the issues to think about
when picking a spot for both sailboats and trawlers
especially when both types of vessels are in the same
area. There are a couple of things that might not be
obvious about anchoring but are critical to careful
planning. First, the amount of rode you let out after
making a scope decision includes the high water level
and the height off the water where your anchor rode is
attached to your boat. Ignoring a situation where you're
anchoring in very deep water, many cruisers pick about
5:1 scope for anchoring. 7:1 allows us to sleep better.
10:1 would be used if a bad storm were expected. So if
you decide to use 5:1 scope in 10 feet of water when
there is an additional 3 feet of tide expected, and your
anchor rode is attached to your boat 4 feet off the water
surface, the amount of rode to let out should be:

a toy boat.

((10 + 3) + 4) * 5 = 85 feet

- Red Head's rode attach point is 10 feet off the water at
the bow chain lock.

The second thing that many people don't realize is that a
bridle does not reduce the attach point of the rode to
your boat unless the bridle line is attached to the boat at
a point lower than where your chain
exits the boat. It is most
commonSoup
that the
hawse
Sizzling
Cruise
holes/cleats where the bridle attaches are at the same
height as the anchor chain exit so in reality, a bridle does
nothing to reduce the rode based on scope. This is often
argued but it's true. When the wind picks up, your bridle
will raise out of the water and form a straight line to the
anchor - it has to. It's easy to prove with some string and

So here's the potential problem when sailboats and
trawlers anchor together. We all want to use similar
scope, yet it's often the case that trawlers put out a lot
more rode. It isn't because they're being selfish. It's
because a trawler's rode attach point on the boat is
generally at the bow which can often be 8 or more feet
off the water.
Here's a real example:
- Both boats are anchoring at low tide in 6 feet of water
where a 3 foot tide is expected (the Lake Worth
anchorage). Both boats will put out 7:1 scope because
the strong winds will just not go away this winter.
- The sailboat's rode attach point is 4 feet off the water at
the bow.

Sailboat rode: ((6 + 3) + 4) * 7 = 91 feet
Red Head rode: ((6 + 3) + 10) * 7 = 133 feet
In reality, we put out 125 feet of rode because I did the
calculation in my head. I believe the sailboat who
anchored in front of us put out 75 feet of rode.
In the middle of the night, there was a major wind
change with a big storm. As we swung around, we'd
now be in front of the sailboat. And it would feel like we
were 50 feet closer to the sailboat since we cont'd page 8.

Saint Pat's Day Table

Suzanne Cross and Gary Porter on
Saint Pat's Day
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Anchoring cont'd from
page 7.

trawler than you expect.

had 50 feet more rode out than they
had. We'd end up being a lot closer
even though neither boat dragged

- If you're a trawler, you have a similar responsibility to
consider your extra rode distance especially if you're
anchoring BEHIND a sailboat with a big wind change
expected. You will move closer and you must account
for that before you pick your spot using similar bow
height estimates.

an inch.
These are the things to take away from this:
- If you're a sailboat, be very careful when anchoring in
FRONT of a trawler with a high bow. Consider the
difference between your bow heights times the scope to
estimate the distance they'll move closer to you when
the wind shifts. So in the example above, you should
move an additional (10 - 4) * 7 = 42 feet in front of the

Trawler owners can correct a lot of the extra rode
needed by having a bow eye placed near the water line
and having the anchor attach there. That will be the
subject of another newsletter.

Mug Shots from St. Patrick's Day Party 2017

Sizzling Soup Cruise
Josephine Whelans

Bob Wood

Karen Apps

Maralyn Taylor

Leslie Welton and Christine Purfield
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History of the Silva Bay Yacht Club
Toast to SBYC’s First Commodore
Commodore’s Ball, 1978

At this point in the program, I was asked to propose a
toast to the Commodore Ron Stratton and present him
with the Commodore’s flag. I began the assignment with
the intention to proclaim to all his excellence as a leader,
as seaman, a hero. I recalled my own experiences with
the man and called on others to supply with information.
And after but little research that the serious intent of the
toast had changed to one of jest. I received phone calls,
and requests from several individuals who insisted on
delivering their testimonials in person. I even have here
before me a letter that has travelled thousands of miles
from Edgeware Road, London, England and signed by
one Andrew Perkins, which brings to light several
aspects of Ron’s ability to deal with matters of the sea
which have hitherto remained unknown to me. A
damning document, sir!
I personally have learned much from Ron Stratton.
Being a green sailor when I first set foot aboard ”Picnic,”
Ron taught me tricks of the trade that only a few can
boast of knowing.
He has taught me the seriousness of a Skippers’
Meeting. I was under the mistaken belief that a Skippers’
Meeting was one held before each race to gain
information on the time of start, location of start, course
Cruise
to be raced, etc. Ron Sizzling
has taughtSoup
me that
this is the time
to start the competition worrying with a show of
indifference on his part. One of his favourite tricks is
leaving the meeting before it is complete. Hence, we
have been able to start five minutes too soon, five
minutes too late, and even in the wrong location.
Ron has taught me many useful sail handling tricks. I can
now under his guidance, pack a spinnaker upside down,
sideways and have learned how to foul it in the furling
gear on a downwind leg. It has been demonstrated to
me how to hoist a spinnaker in breaks, being sure to use
rubber bands of too heavy a gauge for the wind velocity
so that the sheet won’t open. With the use of brute force
and cuss works it is possible to correct this situation to
one of having a sausage hoisted in from the boat to that
of leaving the rubber bands in the middle of the sail

Corn Roast 1977
intact and flying
the rest of the sail
in a manner that
resembles a great
black and white
striped brassiere.
I could go on and
on. Ron could only
be the one
Commodore who,
on the occasion of
his club’s First
First Sailpast 1977
Annual
Commodore’s Ball,
stayed home and
watched TV. He
could be the only
Commodore who
while racing with
Nanaimo Yacht
Club dismasted his
boat, not because
of adverse weather
conditions but
because sailing the
boat hard toward the starting line, misjudged the
distance between the starting boat and himself. Not only
did he wipe off his own rigging, but he scared the man
with the starting gun so bad that he wouldn’t come back
on deck and pull the trigger
But there are others who must speak before we can lift
our glasses in toast. I will now call on Dave Hobbs who
has another small anecdote.
After Vancouver …. Now I wish to propose a toast to our
Commodore Ron Stratton. And Ladies and Gentlemen,
we have a rare Commodore indeed!
Give him his flag,
Judy Bentzen
1978

Silva Bay Resort Pub re-opening and convenience store coming!
According to Bob Wood and Ian Waymark, Silva Bay
Resort has not been sold, the Pub will reopen on May
1st, and the retail space will be re-invented as a
convenience store. Rumour also reports that the wash-

rooms are being remodelled. Being able to buy milk
without driving 22 km will be a great convenience to the
resort neighbours and the visiting boaters.
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